Renner monoids
Reflection monoids

?
, fixes hyperplane, semisimple.
• reflection group := reflections s ∈ S ⊂ GL(V ).
Reflection groups
• F = R: Coxeter groups: 
•
undefined elsewhere.
• s reflection; s X partial reflection.
• ML(V ) := monoid partial isomorphisms.
• reflection monoid (version 2) := partial reflections
• reflection monoid (version 2) := partial reflections s X ⊂ ML(V ) inverse, factorizable
• W ⊂ GL(V ) reflection group B system of subspaces for W :
• reflection group W
Hyperplane arrangements
• hyperplane arrangement A ⊂ V ; L(A) = intersection lattice.
• Eg: V = Euclidean space,
• W ⊂ GL(V ) finite reflection group, A = reflecting hyperplanes. reflection arrangement.
M (A n , B) ∼ = I n+1 symmetric inverse monoid.
Boolean reflection monoids
• W = W (Γ) = Weyl group.
• W → GL(V ), reflectional representation
• V ֒→ V Euclidean with orthonormal basis {x i }.
• A = Boolean arrangement {x
• W → GL(V ), reflectional representation Euclidean • V ֒→ V Euclidean with orthonormal basis {x i }.
• Eg: W = W ( ) 
An isomorphism ⇔ P a simplicial cone.
• Eg: M = Ad(G)F * , G = adjoint simple group type B 2 , Ad : G → GL(g) adjoint representation.
• Theorem. W ⊂ GL(V ), B system for W ,
• Eg:
Orders
• Eg: Γ = B n : H = intersection lattice of reflecting hyperplanes
• Theorem. |M (B n , H)| = 2 • Theorem. M (W, B) has presentation, generators: s ∈ S and ε X (X ∈ A/W ) (fix ε Y := g εs n εs n = s n εs n ε, s i ε = εs i (i = n), s n εs n εs n = s n εs n ε [Popova 1961] 
